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IELTS SPEAKING LESSON 2-7-2019 
 

Section One Vocabulary Building 

 

Direction: Students will be asked to provide one antonym, one synonym and three adverbs/adjectives from columns B through D 

that match the word in Column A. 

 

A B C D 

Word Antonym Synonyms Adverbs/Adjectives 

1. Family    

2. Child    

3. Decision    

4. Choose    

5. Pressure    

6. Love    

7. Responsibility    

8. Influence    

9. Plan    

10. Manage    

 

Section Two Role Playing 

 

Direction: Students will be asked to participate in multi-participant scenarios for approximately 5 minutes. They to use one of the 

example idioms during your role-playing scenario. 

 

Scenarios 

 

1. You and your partner are thinking about a long-term relationship and potentially getting married. Share your views about 

having children. 

 

2. You and your partner are thinking about having children but are both interested in having a career. Talk about a way you can 

manage both of these important parts of your future life. 

 

3. You and your partner do not have children and are not sure that you want to, however, your parents are putting a lot of 

pressure on you to have children. Talk with your partner about the best way to deal with this. 

 

4. You and your partner have one child and plan to stop having more; however you are getting pressure from your parents to 

have a large family. Talk with your partner about the best way to deal with this. 

 

5. You and your partner have decided you do not want to have children however are thinking about adopting a child. Have a 

long talk with your partner about this big decision. 

 

6. You and your partner had a very exciting and romantic relationship before you had children. Now that you have children you 

feel things are not the same and your relationship is going in a bad direction. You feel bored and uninterested in each other 

because of the daily pressures of being parents. Talk about some things you can do to bring romance and excitement back 

into your relationship. 

 

7. You are single and enjoy being single however you also have always wanted to have a child. You decide you will adopt a child 

as a single person. Talk with a friend about this big decision. 


